
Fueling Your Coffee Revival

Heaven l y  Roast ed  Co f f e e ,  Sp e c ia l t y  Teas,  G i f t s  &  Good i e s

Caffeinate Your Fundraising Efforts Today!

Looking for an innovative fundraiser with new ideas?
Hallowed Grounds has the products that are loved by everyone!
Try this unique fundraiser that will support your organization!

Premier Coffee
Roasting Specialists

724-581-JAVA (5282)
1106 Third Avenue, New Brighton, PA 15066

hallowedgrounds@inbox.com

Store Hours
Monday-Friday
7:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Saturday
8:00 AM- 4:00 PM

 Closed Sunday

OPEN 24/7 ONLINE
Check Out More Products

& Our Social Media!

Americana Blend - Our signature blend and our #1 best seller! A classic American coffee with 
wonderful aroma; rich, sweet & full bodied!
 
Black & Gold Champion Blend - Our light roasted Colombian mixed with our dark roast 
espresso giving you a full spectrum of flavor. You get the best of both worlds here: a nice 
robust dark roast coffee taste softened and sweetened a bit by the lighter roast to eliminate 
the bite!

French Roast Colombian - Our 2nd darkest roast is delightfully aromatic, well-balanced, and 
roasted to perfection for a rich, robust taste.

French Vanilla - Our #2 selling flavor! Pure, sweet, smooth, and delicate. A creamy, dreamy 
delight in a cup!

Hazelnut - Our #1 best selling flavor! Nutty, buttery, and very aromatic!

Your Price
This is the price that you subtract from your total sale from each 

item to calculate the funds you raised. The difference is yours. 

Artisan Small Batch Micro-Roasted Coffee
All are available in Regular or Decaffeinated, Whole Bean or Ground in 10 oz. bags. 

Teas
10 Tea Variety Pack - An assortment pack 

that packs a flavorful punch! 10 Individual foil 
wrapped tea bags and a Tea Bag Holder. Pack 

includes; black tea, flavored black tea, green tea, 
and herbal naturally decaffeinated tea. 

A perfect tea lover bundle! 

Nut Butter Set - A half pound of all natural 
unsalted peanut butter and a half pound 

of natural unsalted almond butter.

3 Compartment Tray & Parfait Nut Cone - 
An array of our Bavarian Style cinnamon glazed 
nuts, including our Almonds, Pecans, and Cashews! 

Parfait Nut Cone  - a parfait mix of our cinnamon 
glazed nuts in a cone!

Nut Products

Sustainable farming practices are used in the cultivation of this coffee. Please note that all of 
our decaffeinated coffees are water processed coffees meaning no chemicals are used in the 

process. We use our Direct Trade Organic Honduras as the base for our flavored coffees.

at www.hallowed-grounds.com
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Gift Cards
Not sure which product is best for you? A 

Hallowed Grounds gift card gives you freedom of 
choice to spend or use as you see fit. Gift it to a 
friend or use it for yourself. The choice is yours.

10 oz. Coffees:  $7.00
10 Tea Variety Pack:  $7.00
3 Compartment Party Tray:  $11.00
Parfait Mix Cone:  $9.00
Nut Butter Set:  $11.00
Hallowed Grounds Gift Card: $20.00

Product pricing adjustments and availability may be subject to change due to market fluctuations and supply chain limitations.


